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Wedding Day 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
و ?/<= ا!405 ا!'>5/-ي  ::: آ'*(ن ه9 ا78 16-ه$ ا!405 3ه2اك ه( ا!1%$ر !*0/�...  ه-اك ال*(ن'&%$ر ا! �س آ :ب

O/E'*L !40 دی$!%$ D'9 ه( . &>(!( !%$ &MN ا!L$<1=, و J3ی1= ا!405 دی$!G/*'3$%= ب%$ آ'*(ن و آ/E/0( وD- ا!C/-ة أ!9 

ی CD 956 91$ب آ5W$6 S= و آ/9R )0/E 3(س/>U , آ/*(ن::: ذاك ا!1%$ر . آ9R S و accessories::: و تJوP( ب$ل 

3$ ی`*1_ ! �وس= ت405  ,و !*M ا!C05$ت. CD 956$ب3*$&/$ت وش ب[$و یE/0( واD- وZ ج(ج اZ, دی$!%$ا3Z*$&/$ت 

 ی 91 ه2اك fashion show الا! �س آ/*(ن بN$ل , ی 91 آ'*(ن بN$ل. L*'405 آS 3�ة آ'405 ت0-ل, !C0= وD-ة

ا!`%e آ/*(ن ا!>G<$ن ي و !*9R$3 M 6$د, دی$!%$ 6$دياذا آ$&Z dبGP =C<$ن , آ5`$ آ$نا!b/L 9c ا!405 ت>5/-ي ::: 

7f3 ا!dC0! 9 . آ$یC0! M$ت 7f3 آ/`gh$13 )5f, 16-&$ آZ ,=C0! SبC=ا!9 آ$&R . 7f3 d*$یMا!`(س>U  دی$!%$ آ'*(ن

ا!5c(ح 9i , ا!dC0! 9 ا!C05= دی$ل ا!5c(ح ::: اوZ ا3Z$زیj,  ی-ی�و !%$ ا!`(س>U دی$ل ا!c`$ل!C0= دی$ل ا!c`$ل i$دي

و ا!m$N�یM آM/53$ آ/*(&( ZبM/C ا!'>5/-ي ... ا!C0! dC0! 9= دی$ل L$س 9i ی-ی� !%$, ا!5c(ح!`(س>U دی$ل ی-ی� !%$ ا

  ...ا! �س ب7 3$ &*(ن ZبM/C ه2اك ا!9c ی c&91(ف ... ی 91 3$ ی`*1_ ا&o تc(ف

  }جJء i/� واrm{...  و ا!1$س ب'<p0:ن

آ/-ی�و Zت$ى ::: M3 ب - آ$یM آ'*(ن , آ/*(ن ا! v/�, 5(ى آ'*(ن ه2اك ا!1%$ر آ'*(ن ا!N,ی*(نآ$یM ,  اه``e:ب

eN5!و , ا�اف آ/-یJ!$5= ت$&9 بW$ !ب ا$CD 956)0/>/آ M3 ب-اZ و M*! 3*$&/$ت وZ, ا �ج= أ!9 3$ دارش آ/-ی$D SPا :::

  ...::: آ$یM أ!9 آ/-ی�و !v0/5=ه2ي أD SP$ج= , آ/-ی�و ا!GC=ه9 ا!eN5 ب$!0�P(ق و M3 ب -ه$ 

  ه9؟ R( :ن

آ'*(ن ی3z$ ... ا!`%e ا&$ & <i 9/�, ة::: ا!(رP= دی$ل ! E/1= و M3 وسy 13%$ هR 9(ی= v0! ::: -< 3/5= آ'*(ن :ب

آ'*(ن 5D(ة , ا!G(ق 13%$آ'*(ن دی$ل ا!-ج$ج و آ/*(ن 3$ & �ف !/%$ش و !*M ب$!-ج$ج ا!(سy و ه9 ا!<�ی>= دی$!%$ ا&$ 

!*%$ ا!eN5 ا!N(!9 آ/U<0 , ::: ا!c(ىآ$یM أ!9 آ/-ی� ... ه2ي ه9. !-ج$جو آ'*(ن وD-ة ی3z$ دی$ل ا!N(ت اوZ دی$ل ا

 9!)D $%/L 7f3 =5ب$h 9&$ث Mي ::: آ$ی)c3 ب أ!9 آ/*(ن دی$ر$CD 956 ::: :::buffet و ال�ب - آ/-ی M3 ::: dessert  

 Zاو bاآ)L $3zب - آ/*(ن آ'*(ن ی M3 و bاآ)G!ا :::ice cream 9ج= آ'*(ن ه$D �5(ىا و اخN!...    

 
 
English translation: 

 
B: The wedding day is the big day. The bride’s dress for that day would have been 
specially tailored by a specific woman whom we call the Negafa. She makes the entire 
dress with the accessories and everything. On that day, depending on the family, they 
bring a music group or even two groups. But the bride can never just wear one dress – 
she always has to wear different outfits for different occasions. The wedding becomes 
like a fashion show with traditional clothes. Also, if she is wearing a kuftan from her 
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region, they play specific music; different outfits represent different regions. For instance, 
if she wears an outfit from the north, they would play something from the north, if she 
wears an outfit from the Shluh or Amazigh [Berber] region, they would play Shluh music 
and if she wears an outfit from Fès, they would play something from Fès. All the guests 
also wear traditional clothes; you cannot go to a wedding without wearing a traditional 
dress.  
N: Do people cook something traditional as well? 
B: Yeah. On that day, we have sweets, juices and tea. After that, depending on the 
family’s economic ability, some people have meat. The least people cook on that day is 
meat with damsons and then they do the sefaa. This is the least people can do. There are 
families who cook bsteela. 
N: What is it? 
B: Bsteela is like a roll but made in complicated way. But it is basically a flat sheet of 
dough filled with either chicken or fish. I don’t exactly know how it is made, but it is then 
covered with sugar to make it sweet. There are people who roast the whole goat. For 
instance, they would have an entire roasted goat per table. There are also people who do 
the dinner in a buffet format. After that, they have dessert, which are fruits first, followed 
by ice cream. The last thing is the wedding cake.   
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